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SummarySummary
 It is 1929 in Japan, the main character It is 1929 in Japan, the main character SayuriSayuri  is sold into the is sold into the OkiyaOkiya (Geisha (Geisha

house)house) when she is nine, where her life is changed forever. when she is nine, where her life is changed forever.
 It is here where she realizes that her destiny is to become a successful It is here where she realizes that her destiny is to become a successful geishageisha, no, no

matter how much she is tortured by Hatumomo, mean geisha.matter how much she is tortured by Hatumomo, mean geisha.
 She struggles the daily life of being treated like a slave.She struggles the daily life of being treated like a slave.
 However, an encounter with the wealthy and kind Chairman changes her luck andHowever, an encounter with the wealthy and kind Chairman changes her luck and

brings hope in her life.brings hope in her life.
 Her unusual blue-gray eyes play an important role in her physical appearance as aHer unusual blue-gray eyes play an important role in her physical appearance as a

geisha..geisha..
 When she turns fifteen, Mameha, Gion's most successful geisha andWhen she turns fifteen, Mameha, Gion's most successful geisha and

HatsumomoHatsumomo’’s rival, trains her to become a geisha.s rival, trains her to become a geisha.
 Sayuri becomes highly successful and manages to pay back all of her debts.Sayuri becomes highly successful and manages to pay back all of her debts.

Although she is a successful geisha, she feels affection towards the Chairman.Although she is a successful geisha, she feels affection towards the Chairman.
  Her actions are designed to get her closer to him. She desperately attempts to Her actions are designed to get her closer to him. She desperately attempts to

attain the love of him and wants him to become her patron.attain the love of him and wants him to become her patron.

 http://movies.aol.com/movie/memoirs-of-a-geisha/21001/mainhttp://movies.aol.com/movie/memoirs-of-a-geisha/21001/main
 http://movies.aol.com/movie/memoirs-of-a-geisha/21001/trailerhttp://movies.aol.com/movie/memoirs-of-a-geisha/21001/trailer



Alfred AdlerAlfred Adler’’ss
Human Motivation TheoryHuman Motivation Theory

 Alder describes that Alder describes that ““personality can only be understandpersonality can only be understand
holistically and systemicallyholistically and systemically”” (Corey, 2005, p96). (Corey, 2005, p96).
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Inferiority feelingInferiority feeling::
The Source of Human StrivingThe Source of Human Striving
 Feeling of inferiority is always present and is aFeeling of inferiority is always present and is a

motivating force in behavior.motivating force in behavior.
 Throughout our lives, we are driven by theThroughout our lives, we are driven by the

need to overcome this sense of inferiority andneed to overcome this sense of inferiority and
to strive for an increasingly higher level ofto strive for an increasingly higher level of
developmentdevelopment

e.g..) e.g..) SayuriSayuri strives for success against  strives for success against HatumomoHatumomo because  because HatumomoHatumomo always always
tortures her tortures her and makes her life very difficult. For example, she orderedand makes her life very difficult. For example, she ordered
Sayuri to ruin MamehaSayuri to ruin Mameha’’s kimono, which causes an increase of Sayuris kimono, which causes an increase of Sayuri’’ss
debt. This inferiority of feelings is the source of Sayuridebt. This inferiority of feelings is the source of Sayuri’’s motivation, ands motivation, and
eventually Hatumomoeventually Hatumomo’’s status with her is swapped while she iss status with her is swapped while she is
overcoming her inferiority.overcoming her inferiority.



Striving for SuperiorityStriving for Superiority

 The urge towardThe urge toward
perfectionperfection

 Guiding self-idealGuiding self-ideal
and goal ofand goal of
perfection to accountperfection to account
for our strivingfor our striving
toward superioritytoward superiority

e.g.) Her self-ideal of getting closer toe.g.) Her self-ideal of getting closer to
Chairman after the first encounter withChairman after the first encounter with
him guides her.him guides her.



Birth orderBirth order

 It predisposes certain personality traits.It predisposes certain personality traits.
 She is a second child.She is a second child.
 The second children are likely to beThe second children are likely to be

competitive, trying to catch others and learncompetitive, trying to catch others and learn
quickly, have strong social interest, andquickly, have strong social interest, and
being optimisticbeing optimistic



Birth orderBirth order
 CompetitiveCompetitive: She is : She is speedyspeedy and  and surpassessurpasses

Pumpkin.Pumpkin.
 She also has a sense of belonging and ofShe also has a sense of belonging and of

contributing in society due to her strong contributing in society due to her strong socialsocial
interestinterest

The sense of belongingThe sense of belonging: Friendship with Pumpkin &: Friendship with Pumpkin &
Mentorship with Mentorship with MamehaMameha

For contributing societyFor contributing society, she is dedicated to preserve, she is dedicated to preserve
traditional geisha art after the war. She also playstraditional geisha art after the war. She also plays
important role at many business meetings byimportant role at many business meetings by
supporting Chairman, and leads his business success.supporting Chairman, and leads his business success.

 She is She is optimisticoptimistic too. too.



Japanese cultural aspectsJapanese cultural aspects
 Sayuri could be difficult toSayuri could be difficult to

overcome her inferiority againstovercome her inferiority against
HatumomoHatumomo



Difficult to overcome her inferiorityDifficult to overcome her inferiority

Japanese emphasize Japanese emphasize group identity, group conformity,group identity, group conformity,
group goal, and social harmonygroup goal, and social harmony in interpersonal in interpersonal
relationshiprelationship
 Japanese tend to be Japanese tend to be self-criticalself-critical when they feel when they feel

some affective bonds to others with closesome affective bonds to others with close
relationshiprelationship

 Japanese tend to display Japanese tend to display hostilityhostility and  and competitioncompetition
with those who do not have an intimate relationshipwith those who do not have an intimate relationship

e.g.) Her critical thoughts greatly increase feelings of inferioritye.g.) Her critical thoughts greatly increase feelings of inferiority



Albert BanduraAlbert Bandura’’s Social Learnings Social Learning
TheoryTheory
 It emphasizes the social aspect of theIt emphasizes the social aspect of the

situation that influences personalitysituation that influences personality

ObservationalObservational  LearningLearning
Vicarious reinforcement andVicarious reinforcement and

punishmentpunishment
Japanese cultural aspectsJapanese cultural aspects



Observational LearningObservational Learning
 Model: Model: learning new response by observing thelearning new response by observing the

behaviors of the othersbehaviors of the others
- - MamehaMameha is the model who is physically presented. is the model who is physically presented.
-  -  SayuriSayuri almost directly duplicates a behavior she has almost directly duplicates a behavior she has
seen from seen from MamehaMameha’’ss performance such as verbal performance such as verbal
expression, physical presentation, and emotionalexpression, physical presentation, and emotional
expressionexpression

  - It provides instruction, demonstration, and a- It provides instruction, demonstration, and a
technique for technique for SayuriSayuri to acquire all these skills from to acquire all these skills from
her.her.



Observational LearningObservational Learning
 The important factors that influence theThe important factors that influence the

modelingmodeling
 The degree of similarity of characteristics asThe degree of similarity of characteristics as
 - age- age

- status- status
- sex- sex

help determine how closely a subject attend tohelp determine how closely a subject attend to
the modelthe model
 a model to be perceived a a model to be perceived a more attractivemore attractive by by

observerobserver



Vicarious reinforcement Vicarious reinforcement &&
punishmentpunishment
 Vicarious reinforcementVicarious reinforcement: Positive: Positive

motive. Seeing and recalling the modelmotive. Seeing and recalling the model
being reinforced.being reinforced.

 Vicarious punishmentVicarious punishment: : Negative motive.Negative motive.
It It decreases a model is produced.decreases a model is produced.

   Reward or avoids a punishment can be a strongReward or avoids a punishment can be a strong
motive for people to pay attention to, remember, andmotive for people to pay attention to, remember, and
perform a behaviorperform a behavior..



Japanese cultural aspectsJapanese cultural aspects

 Social learningSocial learning
theory is moretheory is more
applicable toapplicable to
Japanese culture.Japanese culture.



Japanese cultural aspectsJapanese cultural aspects
Brewer and Brewer and WannWann (1995) states that  (1995) states that ““socialsocial
power enhances the overall effectiveness ofpower enhances the overall effectiveness of
model in an observational learningmodel in an observational learning”” (p.10). (p.10).
 The hierarchical system is veryThe hierarchical system is very

prominent so that it indicates differencesprominent so that it indicates differences
in rank in Japan.in rank in Japan.

 The presence of social power facilitatesThe presence of social power facilitates
for Japanese to engage in observationalfor Japanese to engage in observational
learning.learning.



ConclusionConclusion

 Both Alfred Both Alfred AdlreAdlre’’ss theory and Albert theory and Albert
BanduraBandura’’ss theory could be applied to  theory could be applied to SayuriSayuri’’ss
personality.personality.

 However, Alfred Adler's human motivationHowever, Alfred Adler's human motivation
theory is more applicable to her personalitytheory is more applicable to her personality
than Albert than Albert BanduraBandura’’ss theory. theory.



The ENDThe END


